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POLARIZATION AS A TOOL TO» STUDYING THE PHYSICS OF WEAK INTERACTIONS 

J. SOFTER 

Centra d« Physique Théorique, C.N.R.S. Harseille 

ABSTRACT 

Realistic possibilities exist now to obtain high-energy polarised proton 
beam with high luminosity and to measure the polarisation of a stored 
bean. This will be our Motivation to discuss parity violating weak 
effects in inclusive hadron and jet production with' polarised betas. 
There are also interesting predictions for helicity asysaetries in H c 

and I production in pp and pp collisions. 
< 

1 , INTRODUCTION 

Our knowledge of the weak forces between hadrons comes from two sources ; non leptonic 

decays of charmed and strange particles and weak asymmetries in hadronie scattering processes. 

This lait class of reactions, which will be discussed below, shows the Importance of pola

rised beams and/or targets* ' to Identify weak from strong interaction effect*, in parti

cular through parity violation effects. These experiments require the measurement of very 

small asymmetries with longitudinally polarised protons, except for the production of W* 

and Z where we expect large predictions from the standard VS electroweak model. 

2. HELICITÏ DEPENDENCE OF PROTON-PROTON TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS 

let us consider the weak helicity asymmetry defined as 

A , q*«.tC+')-<Wr) ' (I) " 

where ^ ^ C - ) are total N-N cross sections with one of the nucléons in a definite heliçity 

state (±). This asymmetry is a direct measure of the parity violation effect in a purely 

hadronic reaction. Two very low energy measurements ' of A, on a hydrogen target give 

a negative value of the order of 10" 7, which is consistent with theoretical estimates based 

on an effective parity-violating lagrangian arising from light boson exchanges. However at 

Argonne, on a water target for p . . - 6 GeV/c,.they have observed?' a positive and large 

asymmetry 

A L - (26.S ± 6)10" 7 (2) 

This cannot be understood by assuming that the parity non-conserving N-N interaction is do

minated by the exchange ot 1 , J and <0 mesons. It leads to a value of A^ at 

least one order of magnitude smaller than the data, even after including the strong interac

tion corrections . This cannot be explained either in the standard VS electroweak model 

by invoking only Z and V exchanges between the two interacting nucléons. This mecha

nism gives also a contribution to A, one order of magnitude smaller than the 6 GcV/c data. 

(*) For recent progress in obtaining polarized beams of high luminosity and new techniques 
to measure and to keep their polarization, sec the other talks at this working group. 
See also the talks on polarized targets and cas jets. 
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The experimental-result of cq.(2) can be only explained, up to now, by parity violating wave 

function effects arising from the interaction of Z and tf among the three quarks of a 

single nucléon . This intereating idea has been successfully applied to derive a parity 

violatinc K-K potential for the calculation of A, at very low energies . It deserves fur

ther checking for example in elastic N-N i entering ' or in single particle inclusive pro

duction. 

WEAK ASYMMETRIES IN "h*^-» « 

a) "pp -»nX or "pp — > Jet X 

These asymmetries are analogous to that discuased previouily-(eq.(l)) where Q* ( g t is 

replaced by the single particle inclusive cross section with one hadron in a given helicity 

atate.v In the large Pj_region, this croaa aection la deacribed by means of the parton-parton 

scattering proceaa (qq, qq\ etc.) determined by adding coherently the strong and the weak 

amplitudes» The resulting asymmetry comes from the interference term and roughly at the 

parton level it is of the form 

ku — Tf +J. * 2tA^ (3) 

where C- la the Fermi conatant and «^ the QCD running coupling constant. Therefore 

the hadron helicity asymmetry arising from 4 ^ after dilution, is expected to be of the 

order of 10~* and growing with p. , which are the mean features of more detailed calcu-

lations . 

b) h ? — - > 4 l x (with 2 £ » . _ < 10 OeV) 

The effect in these Drell-ïan reactions comes from the If -Z interference and it 

is complementary of the parity violation observed in the deep inelastic scattering, because 

it involves the spin dependent structure functions of the proton C. and G, . There is 

a special physics interest in the Tl P collisions where it is possible to separate the spin 

distributions in u and d quarks. Since in Tt~p the annihilation ~ u dominates, in 
—_ HP 

the asymmetry the u_ drops and one finds roughly 

which grows with the lepton pair mass and is completely known from the SLAC experiment . 

Similarly in Tl p dominated by the annihilation 7 d one finds 
n P 

L ***• A i 

which is another way to learn about the d quark inside a polarized proton. 

Finally in pp collisions, since we have both contributions im and dd", one gets dif
ferent predictions whether or not the sea is SU(2) syimetric. 

~ 6 = r-0- 4ht. (4) 
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4. IIELICITl nEPENBKNCE IW W AHI> Z PRODUCTION AT pp ANB pp COLLIDERS 

• In a Drcll-ïan generalised model, the «stleiated production rates of V and Z in pp 

and pp" collisions are strongly depending on the hellcity of the collidinc hadrona '.In 

particular because of the V-A nature of the H couplings, only left handed quarks «ill produce 

V and alnce the quark helicity is strongly correlated to the proton helicity, one expects 

the W production to com Minly fro* left handed protons. If we want to detect V and Z by 

hadronic jots, we mist remember that these cross sections are at least two order* of nagnl-

tuda below the OCT) jet cross sections. A practical way te remove this background is to use 

polarised beans, provided the vector boson peaks remain above the weak asymmetries. Although 

the situation seems hopeless for a pp collider, in the case of a pp" collider, both H and 2 

are expected to give a clear signal in parity violating asymmetric»13'. 

The standard WS electroveak model predict* also yery large helicity asymmetries in the 

leptonic decays of W in A \ and of Z in At, if they ara* produced in polarised hadron col

lisions *'. As w* have seen above for the Drell-Yan reactions (eqs.(4) and (S)), the asym

metry in the case of "pp*-»Z+Y 1U/Iwlll grow like M / f and it is expected to be a* 

large as 20* at the Z mas* as ahown in Fig. 1 . For the V leptonic decay, if one neglect* 

the sea contribution and if one uses the SU(6) model for the helicity dependence of the 

quarks distributions, one finds in*pp collisions an asymmetry of the order of 2/3 for W + . 

This is shown in Fig. 2 for different values of the lepton transverse momentum. In the case 

of the W" production the asymmetry is of the order of -1/3. 

These examples show the importance of polarized beams for additional tests of the 

standard modal. 

* • • 
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Fig. 1 The parity violating asymmetry in pp'-^tfx versus the lepton. pair mass a t t h e 

CERN collider energy (taken from Ref. 14>• 
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Fig. 2 : The parity violating asymmetry in "pp»-» «*•-•> 4 -J.X versus the polar angle of the 
lepton in the W rest frame at the CERN collider energy (taken from Réf. 14). 


